
It’s all about the jets! Yes, beauty is important, but if you 
want the best massage for your body, you need to pay 
attention to the jets. Current technology, placement, and 
design are critical.

Many other companies use only one type of jet, the 30-year-
old technology eyeball bathtub jet, used throughout the bath. 
These jets produce a small stream of water, approximately 
the size of a pencil, which hits a small surface area on your 
body, which can become annoying. These jets are typically 
positioned 8-10" off the floor off the bath, which creates a 
lot of water movement on the surface, but doesn’t provide a 
massage where your body has pain.

At Hydro Massage, we approach jets differently. We want  
our baths to provide the optimum therapeutic massage, 
otherwise why do you get a jetted bathtub?  
Here’s what we do:

 1. We use new technology therapeutic spa jets

 2. We use four different types of jets, to provide the   
  optimal massage for different parts of your body.

 3. For your best back massage, we use the AccuMassage  
  pulsating jets that deliver a soothing massage covering   
  1 1/2"  circular area on your back instead of ¼".

 4. For your feet, we offer two solutions: one is the Ultra   
  Massage pulsating jet that delivers relaxing massage  
  to your feet and covers a 3" circular area to the soles  
  of your feet. These jets are pressure adjustable.

 5. The other option for your feet is our exclusive Sole   
  Soother reflexology foot massage system. Each sole   
  soother has 7 individual ports which feel like 7 fingers   
  massaging the sole of your foot in a 3" circular area  
  on your foot where there is over 214,000 nerve    
  endings. These jets are pressure adjustable. 

 6. For your hips, knees, and hands we provide the Ultra   
  Flow jets. These deliver a powerful stream of water to   
  these areas of the body and are directional plus   
  pressure adjustable, so you can aim the large stream   
  water to different areas.

Each AccuMassage jet provides a pulsating flow to a  
1 ½" area on your back as part of Hydro Massage’s  

back massage system.

Hydro Massage exclusive Sole Soother jets  
target the feet like fingers.

Hydro Massage Ultra Massage jets are 
pulsating and cover a wider range  

than most competitors.

Hydro Massage Ultra Flow jets are powerful, 
directional jets that let you control placement 

where you need it.

Most competitors use 30-year-old technology,  
small jets in their jetted baths.

How to find a therapeutic bath for your health.  
Not one that just makes bubbles.

“Hydro Massage helped us pick 
out a tub that would work and 
what was really important to me 
was the very powerful therapy 
system they got me into. They 
found the right setup, including  
all the different therapy features 
from the jets to the air. It is 
probably the most powerful jet  
tub that I’ve ever been in!” 

Therapeutic jets are standard on all therapy series baths. Verify the series and jet type before purchase.



Powerful Hydro Massage pumps  
and heaters

Our American-made 3.25 HP, 3-speed 
Super Flo* pump delivers up to 80% more 
water flow through our exclusive ultra clean 
plumbing system. We have researched 
and tested extensively to provide the best 
massage available in a therapeutic tub when 
combined with our therapeutic jets. You can 
choose deep tissue, medium or soft tissue 
massage. We believe in our pump so much 
that we will replace it for your  lifetime. To 
keep you warm and cozy in your bath. We 
also include our stainless steel high capacity 
heater, which is the most powerful 115v 
heater in the industry. It comes with a smart 
thermostat and internal on/off switch, which 
automatically turns the heater on and off as 
needed when the temperature is below 104°.

Made in America Super Flo 3.25 HP 3-speed pump with stain-
less steel heater has up to 80% more power and performance 
for the best massage on the market.

Smaller, cheaper low-performance pump are 
used by most companies.
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Exclusive Performance ONLY  
from Hydro Massage!

Sometimes the things you can’t see are the 
most important. The heart of all jetted baths 
is the pump and plumbing system. Since this 
is the second most expensive part of a jetted 
bathtub, many companies try to save money 
by using small, low performing pumps with 
low water flow. 

Our Super Flo is standard on most therapeutic series. Verify size and number of pumps before purchase.

“What was really important to me was a very powerful 
therapy system. It is probably the most powerful jet tub  

that I’ve ever been in!!”

An amazing massage starts with  
high performance pumps! 


